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Abstract
IT-based self-monitoring (ITSM) has attracted
increasing interest as a strategy for chronic disease
self-management and day-to-day fitness promotion.
Despite the increasing popularity of various selfmonitoring technologies such as fitness trackers and
biosensors, their effectiveness is less certain. The
objective of the current review is to determine the
effectiveness of ITSM interventions on two types of key
chronic care outcomes: weight management and
physical activity. A systematic review employing a
meta-analysis identified 42 ITSM studies that report
change-from-baseline effects on weight and physical
activity-related outcomes. Overall, a small effect size is
found for body weight, BMI, waist circumferences, and
step-based physical activity. The effect estimates on
time-based physical activity are moderate. However,
the effects on physical activity show variability and
potential publication bias. A post-hoc analysis of the
effects of ITSM on self-efficacy exhibit a small yet
significant effect size, which shows the potential
mediating role of patients’ psychological outcomes on
the ultimate behavioral outcomes. In summary, ITSM is
a potentially useful approach to manage weight and
physical activity. Further study is needed to determine
the source of heterogeneity as well as the types of
ITSM interventions that are effective for weight,
physical activity, but also other chronic care outcomes.

1. Introduction
According to the WHO, six of the top ten global
causes of death are chronic diseases [1]. Physical
inactivity and being overweight are the two leading
risk factors associated with a wide range of chronic
diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases,
asthma, depression, osteoarthritis pain and several
cancers [2] [3] [4]. Therefore, improving weight
management and facilitating physical activity (PA) are
important in managing these chronic conditions.
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Traditional management of weight and PA involves
paper-based self-recording and frequent clinic
measurement visits that may generate heavy burdens
on the healthcare system [5]. With the popularity of
new eHealth technologies (e.g. smart devices, fitness
trackers and virtual reality for healthcare purposes), a
new paradigm has emerged, focusing on an
individual’s self-monitoring (SM) of chronic
conditions using IT. Patients use systematic approaches
to longitudinally monitor and manage their chronic
conditions in digital ways, which increasingly moves
the responsibility of chronic care from the medical
clinic to the home [6] [7] [8]. Of the various IT-based
SM programs, the most widely implemented are those
focused on weight management and physical activity.
These ITSM programs are not only for specific groups
of patients, but also for society as a whole [9]. Thus,
understanding the effectiveness of ITSM on weight
management and physical activity has meaningful
practical significance.
The concept of ITSM seems self-evident, so many
studies do not define it clearly. However, the use of
this term is confusing, and in many cases, ITSM is
interchangeable with other broader methods such as
self-management and self-care, and narrower
techniques such as self-tracking and self-recording.
The concept analysis studies by [10] and [11] show
that SM should include two attributes: (1) selfawareness of bodily symptoms and conditions, and (2)
self-recording of the observations and measurements.
When SM of weight and PA is performed for chronic
care, IT simplifies data recording and can potentially
improve patients’ awareness, interpretation and
appraisal of their conditions with digital features such
as personalized feedback, real-time dashboards and
social networking. However, these digital approaches
also bring new challenges. Patients and their families
may need to make extra efforts to persist selfregulation. They need to be trained to properly prepare
the IT systems, faithfully record data, and correctly
analyze the information to support proactive decision
making and meaningful care [12]. Consequently, ITSM
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often encounters issues such as intermittent nonadherence and invalid evidence generation [13] [14].
Since the SM approach has been documented as a
key strategy for chronic disease self-management, and
various empirical investigations have focused on the
delivery of weight management and physical activityrelated SM for various chronic conditions, it is
essential to understand the effectiveness of such
interventions. A synthesis of these findings helps us
understand the effectiveness of weight and physical
activity ITSM, and provides useful directions for future
research.
The aim of the present review is to assess the
effectiveness of IT-based SM interventions for weight
management and physical activity, both of which are
important for managing chronic disease. We focus on
physical outcomes (i.e. improvement in body weight
and PA level) to evaluate effectiveness, and post-hoc
analysis of one psychological outcome that emerged
(i.e. improvement in self-efficacy). By quantitatively
synthesizing the effect size, useful insights are
generated by combining the results of comparable
studies and identifying the potential issues in
effectively delivering ITSM interventions.

2. Background and literature review
ITSM is a frequently used technique in cognitivebehavioral therapies and behavioral change
interventions to promote health outcomes [23] [24].
However, in healthcare literature, the focus is on the
effectiveness of a treatment (or an intervention) as a
bundle, which may or may not involve IT components,
whereas the role of the IT-based component is of less
interest. Since IT-supported treatment delivery has
become increasingly common in recent years, and has
been addressed in various treatment studies in both the
healthcare and IS fields, it is an opportune moment to
examine the usefulness of these ITSM-based
interventions.
We have identified five relevant systematic
literature reviews and meta-analyses. Burke et al. [15]
systematically reviewed 22 studies on weight loss SM
published between 1993 and 2009, predominantly
employing paper-based SM. George et al. [16]
qualitatively synthesized the effectiveness of
intervention delivery modes in 14 studies published
between 1990 and 2010 on physical activity
interventions for adult males. Greaves et al. [17]
provided an umbrella review of 30 existing reviews
published between 1998 and 2008 on physical activity
intervention for diabetes, qualitatively synthesizing key
intervention components. Olander et al. [18] provided a
meta-analysis of effective behavioral change
techniques in promoting obese individuals’ physical

activity based on 42 articles, finding a medium effect
size. Van den Berg et al. [19] also qualitatively
synthesized 10 studies on Internet-based physical
activity interventions conducted up until 2006.
Whereas prior syntheses have provided insightful
evidence regarding the useful techniques (or
intervention components) of weight management and
physical activity, a comprehensive quantitative
synthesis that includes more recent SM technologies
and goes beyond one type of disease and single gender
is necessary to understand the recent development in
the field. Accordingly, this study specifically focuses
on ITSM, which is more relevant to the current trend of
chronic disease self-care practices. The meta-analytic
synthesis of the intervention effectiveness based on
recent empirical studies (published between 2006 and
2016) also contributes to evidence-based healthcare
practices.

3. Methodology
3.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
We followed a formal meta-analysis literature
review process [33] and systematically searched eight
databases (i.e. EBSCO host [including MEDLINE],
ABI/INFORM, ACM digital library, ScienceDirect,
IEEE Xplore, JSTOR, PsycINFO and Web of
Knowledge). Since our target was studies using ITbased SM intervention for weight management and
physical activity in chronic disease management,
articles published in peer-reviewed journals and
conference proceedings from 2006 to 2016 were
searched using the keywords “self-monitor*”, “selfsurveillance”, “personal analytics”, “self-track*”,
“personal informatics”, and “electronic personal
archive”. Articles were screened by titles and abstracts,
with the research team reading the full text when
needed. Eligible studies met the following criteria:
 Study is empirical and uses an experimental
approach (i.e. randomized controlled trial,
non-randomized controlled trial, quasiexperiment and pretest-posttest design);
 Study examines a specific chronic disease, or
the management or control of high-risk
behaviors that relate to chronic disease;
 The intervention or experiment design
includes IT-based SM components;
 Weight-related and PA-related outcomes are
directly examined.
Studies were excluded if they: (1) are nonempirical, (2) are not related to any chronic disease or
high-risk factors, (3) are non-technological and do not
involve IT-based SM, (4) involve no weight
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Articles identified through database searching
EBSCO: 1169
ABI/Inform: 276
ACM: 59
ScienceDirect: 197
IEEEXplore: 33
JSTOR: 22
Web of Knowledge: 749
PsycInfo: 390

Full text downloaded and assessed for eligibility
(N=1320)

Forward & Backward searching
(+25)

Inclusion

Eligibility

Articles screened for inclusion based on titles and
abstracts
(N=2895)

Screening

Screening

Identification

management or physical activity outcomes, (5) use an
incompatible definition of SM (e.g. SM as a
personality trait that focuses on individuals’ control of
their expressive behavior according to social cues), (6)
only focus on technical development or measurement
development, (7) do not involve human data, and (8)
only provide descriptive statistics without further
investigating the relationships.
The database search yielded an initial 2,985 studies.
After removing the duplicates, systematically applying
the screening criteria and performing forward and
backward searches [25], 42 studies are eligible for
further analysis. Figure 1 presents the articles excluded
in each step.
The effectiveness of an intervention can be
assessed by comparing 1) posttest to the baseline
condition, or 2) treatment group(s) to the control
group. This study does not include the latter type

Studies included for further systematic data extraction
(N=42)

because we found that the experiment designs are quite
diverse and study results are difficult to meaningfully
compare. The majority of them used alternative
treatment as the control (e.g., weight loss SM
intervention vs. weight loss coaching intervention [30]
[31]) rather than using a true control, waitlist or
placebo, making it less meaningful to compare the
between-group effects among the studies. For the first
type, studies employing the change-from-baseline
effect use the baseline condition as the experiment
group’s own control, which is an efficient and valid
way to remove between-group variability [20]. The
downside of this approach is that when the
measurement of outcomes is unstable, the
measurement error may be larger than the betweengroup variability. However, in our case, weight and
physical activity measures can be precisely captured
and are quite stable.
Keywords: Self-monitor* self-surveillance self-track*
personal informatics personal analytics electronic
personal archive
Qualification: year 2006 to 2016/ English/ Peer-reviewed
journal and conference proceedings/ Search in title or abstract

Articles excluded with reasons:
(n=1575)
1. Do not meet inclusion criteria: 955
2. Duplicates: 549
3. Non-empirical: 71

Articles excluded with reasons:
(n=1303)
1. No IT involved: 277
2. Incompatible SM definition: 705
3. No weight management or PA outcomes: 88
4. SM as a measurement instrument only: 10
5. Only focus on technical development: 34
6. Unrelated to chronic disease management: 140
7. Not collecting primary data: 38
8. Not collecting human-related data: 2
9. Studies focus on new measures/tests validation: 6
10. Only provide descriptive statistics without further
investigating the relationships: 2
11: duplicate dataset: 1

Note. 12 studies were not included in the final analysis due to lack of appropriate information for effect size calculation.

Figure 1. Flow chart describing the number of studies retrieved and screening process

3.2. Data extraction and analysis
Descriptive information, participant characteristics
and intervention information were extracted for each
study. We also extracted baseline and posttest sample
sizes, means and standard deviations (SD). For studies
with multiple interventions, we extracted the
abovementioned statistics for each intervention using

ITSM. Since these interventions are independent from
each other, the effect is counted independently as well.
We calculated standardized mean differences for
each eligible intervention to measure effect size [19].
Adjusted Hedges’ g was used in our calculation, which
uses Bessel’s correction to estimate the mean
differences in units of the pooled standard deviation
[26]. Hedges’ g is very similar to Cohen’s d (i.e.
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another frequently used effect size measure). While
they perform similarly when the sample size is large,
Hedges’ g outperforms Cohen’s d when the sample
size is small (i.e. N <20) [32], which is the case for
many of our studies. Note that although the common
suggested effect size thresholds are 0.2 (small), 0.5
(moderate) and 0.8 (large) [27], these numbers are not
absolute cutoffs but relative to each other and the
research field. For the studies that did not report SD,
we imputed missing SD from confidence intervals,
standard errors, t values, P values and F values if
available [20]. If none of these statistics were
available, we contacted the authors for further
information. Currently 12 studies are not included in
our analysis due to missing SD; however, they will be
included once the missing data is received.
Heterogeneity, which shows the variation of study
outcomes, is represented by I2 statistic, which is
derived from Cochran’s Q (threshold: below 40% as
small and above 75% as high) [20]. This statistic
indicates the inconsistency of the results for the set of
studies. Therefore, meta-analytic results with high
heterogeneity may indicate that the results do not
uniformly represent the set of studies and may suggest
the existence of subgroups or moderator effects.
In addition to two measurement points for the
baseline and posttest, three studies reported additional
measurement points during the intervention, and five
studies reported additional follow-up measurements.
For the main body of our analysis, for the posttest
measurement point, we used the first measurement
taken after the end of intervention in order to enhance
the comparability of the studies’ results.

4. Results
4.1. Study characteristics
In the following sections, we present the analysis of
the 30 studies for which we are able to calculate effect
sizes. Descriptive characteristics are presented in Table
1 below. For the type of IT that supports SM, web and
pedometer were the most frequently used means,
which is a shift from the popularity of paper and PDA
approaches ten years ago [15]. For the studies that
reported the race of participants, white people were
dominant, and a majority of the studies investigated
female health issues. It should also be noted that ITSM
was usually accompanied by other complementary
components such as goal setting, feedback and
education sessions. More recent trends also show the
potential of incorporating digital social networking into
a healthcare intervention. The majority of interventions
had a duration of three to six months.

4.2. Effects on weight management
Table 2 shows the impact of IT-based SM
interventions on various outcomes of interest. The
Table 1. Descriptive data for the studies
Category
IT type

PatientRace

Patient- Sex

Patientaverage age

Interventioncomponents

Interventionduration
Outcome
type

PDA
Computer
Web
Mobile
Wearable
Pedometer
>60% white
>60% black
>60% Hispanic
mixed
Unclear
all female
<=50% male
>50% male
all male
Unclear
below 30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
Unclear
Goal setting/assignment
feedback
education/counselling
social
<= 3 months
<= 6 months
> 6 months
weight related
PA related
Self-efficacy related
both weight & PA

# of studies
2
2
13
9
4
10
13
3
1
4
10
5
21
3
1
1
2
2
18
6
5
3
16
15
16
7
18
10
2
19
15
7
7

Note. 30 studies in total and 41 independent interventions.

effect size of weight management related outcomes
(i.e. body weight, BMI and waist circumference) is
presented in figures 2, 3 and 4. The forest plot lists the
subgroup of studies for each outcome on the left-hand
side, along with their weights based on sample size and
the effect size (i.e. standardized mean differences) for
each pair of comparisons (i.e. posttest vs. baseline). A
standardized mean difference favoring baseline means
that the baseline score is greater than the posttest score
(indicating, for example, weight loss). The diamond at
the bottom is the meta-analyzed effect size (i.e.
weighted effect size for the whole set of studies).
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Heterogeneity tests and the effect size significance test
are listed at the bottom. These detailed figures can be

used by future researchers who wish to quickly
determine which results were found in which studies.

Table 2. Effect size summary with 95% CI
12

Waist
circumference
5

# of interventions

16

18

7

Total participants

1255

1710

495

513

381

397

0.31
[0.20, 0.42]
(small)

0.15
[0.06, 0.25]
(small-negligible)

0.30
[0.12, 0.48]
(small)

-0.63
[-0.81, -0.46]
(moderate)

-0.34
[-0.55, -0.13]
(small)

-0.39
[-0.59, -0.19]
(small)

0% [low]

0% [low]

0% [low]

56% [moderate]

88% [high]

18% [small]

Outcome
# of studies

Effect estimate
(ES, 95% CI)
Heterogeneity (I2)

Body weight
(kg)
12

BMI

In general, the meta-analysis shows small but
significant effect sizes for all three types of weight
outcomes.
Sixteen
change-from-baseline
comparisons are included in body weight change
analysis using the fixed effect model (due to the
homogenous nature of the studies based on small I2),
which gives an effect size of 0.31 (95% CI 0.2-0.42,
p<0.001). Similarly, the effect size estimates are 0.3
(95% CI 0.12-0.48, p=0.001) and 0.15 (95% CI 0.060.25, p=0.002) for waist circumferences and BMI
change respectively.
Publication bias is presented in the funnel plots in
Appendix A, which compares standard error of the
effect against standard mean deviation. A plot
resembling a symmetrical funnel indicates the
absence of publication bias. Visual inspection of the
funnel plots for weight-related studies finds
symmetrical patterns for BMI, but less symmetry for
body weight, indicating potential publication bias
(see Appendix A.1 & A.2). The source of bias varies
(e.g. poor study design, inadequate analysis, biased
sample, etc.), and future research needs to formally
assess the risk of bias [28].

time-related
physical activity
8

step-related
physical activity
6

8

7

Self-efficacy
6
7

Figure 2. Forest plot showing waist
circumference effect size with 95% CI

Figure 3. Forest plot showing body weight
effect size with 95% CI for each intervention

4.3. Effects on physical activity
Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of ITSM
interventions on physical activity measured by timebased or step-based indicators. Results show a
significant moderate effect size of -0.63 (95% CI [0.81, -0.46], p<0.001) on time-based outcomes and a
significant small effect size of -0.34 (95% CI [-0.55,

Figure 4. Forest plot showing BMI effect size
with 95% CI for each intervention
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-0.13], p=0.001) on step-based outcomes. The
negative value indicates posttest physical activity is
greater than the baseline. The magnitude of the metaanalyzed effect size implies the effectiveness of
ITSM interventions, which is comparable to previous
meta-analysis of how behavior change techniques
influence physical activity (d= 0.5 in [18]).

Figure 5. Forest plot showing time-based PA
effect size with 95% CI for each intervention

comparable intervention designs. This suggests that
the results do not uniformly represent the set of
studies and may suggest the existence of subgroups
or moderator effects. The funnel plots in Appendix
A.4 and A.5 also show potential publication bias.

4.4. Effects on self-efficacy
During our analysis, self-efficacy was reported in
six studies and emerged as a key potential contributor
to weight management and/or physical activity. Thus,
we also conduct post-hoc analysis of the impacts on
self-efficacy, hoping to shed light on the potential
source of heterogeneity and understand how ITSM
produces effects on weight management and PA.
An individuals’ belief in their ability to perform a
specific behavior is often theorized as an important
antecedent or mediator of the designated behaviors
[21] [22]. Thus, the effect of ITSM intervention on
participants’ self-efficacy may help explain the
effectiveness of an intervention on the ultimate
weight and physical activity outcomes. As shown in
Figure 7, the effect size estimate is small-to-moderate
(-0.39, 95% CI [-0.59, -0.19], p<0.001) with small
heterogeneity of 18%, indicating relatively consistent
study effects on self-efficacy improvement.

Figure 6. Forest plot showing step-based PA
effect size with 95% CI for each intervention
Since physical activity measures varied, we
further subgroup the measurements to see if there are
potential variations on the effect size. For time-based
measures, if only moderate PA time is taken into
consideration as the outcome, it gives a significant
moderate effect size of -0.7 (95% CI [-1.2, -0.2],
p=0.006), which is comparable to the main analysis
that takes the average of similar measures as the
outcome (e.g. average the overall exercise time and
moderate exercise time). For step-based measures,
one outlier study found a significant reduction in PA
steps (i.e. Akers 2012, 2 interventions). If we remove
this one outlier, it gives an even stronger significant
moderate effect size of -0.57 (95% CI [-0.81, -0.34],
p<0.001). A closer examination of this outlier study
found that the intervention focused on water
consumption and diet, meaning that physical activity
is a secondary outcome with did not receive much
emphasis in the study design, thereby the participants
may not have taken the step-tracking as seriously as
the other components of the intervention.
Heterogeneity of physical activity results are
relatively high for both outcomes, which may be due
to the combination of different measures and non-

Figure 7. Forest plot showing self-efficacy
effect size with 95% CI for each intervention

5. Discussion
The meta-analysis of ITSM intervention on weight
management and physical activity shows a small but
significant effect on body weight change and waist
circumference (g=0.31 and 0.3), and a significant but
negligible effect on BMI (g=0.15). The effect on
physical activity is measure-dependent: we found a
significant moderate effect on time-based outcomes
(g=0.63), but a small effect on step-based outcomes
(g=0.34).
The post-hoc analysis of self-efficacy found a
consistent small-to-moderate effect size. The role of
this psychological construct is in line with cognitivebehavioral therapy that emphasizes the role of
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cognition in learned behaviors and behavior changes
[29]. Since the current set of studies does not have
enough information to conduct further analysis of the
impact of self-efficacy on weight and physical
activity outcomes, future research could formally
examine the mediating role of self-efficacy.
Future research could also examine mechanisms –
in addition to self-efficacy – which mediate the effect
of ITSM on health outcomes. Such mechanisms may
include perceived engagement, motivation, perceived
social support [34] [35] [36].
Finding these
mediators may improve our theoretical explanations
which would be useful in developing more effective
ITSM interventions. In terms of study heterogeneity,
a greater variability in effect size estimates has been
observed for physical activity studies, indicating
potentially non-comparability of the interventions
and limited generalizability of the research findings.
However, these heterogeneity issues suggest
opportunities for future research. For example,
further subgroup analysis and moderator analysis can
be conducted to explain such heterogeneity. Table 1
can be a starting point where participant
characteristics and intervention characteristics can be
used as grouping criteria. Since the intervention
design varied significantly, future research could
examine how combinations of various intervention
components (e.g., such as ITSM paired with goal
setting techniques, education sessions, or feedback)
influence outcomes.
Another part of the intervention which may
explain the issues with heterogeneity is the IT itself.
The rapid evolution of technology increases
convenience in data recording and also changes the
way patients self-manage their chronic conditions
and lifestyles. Thus, it is important to investigate the
impacts of evolving IT-specific characteristics on
both the IT-user interaction and ultimate health
outcomes. Interestingly, in our current sample of
studies, newer generation technologies such as smart
wearables did not outperform older generation tools
such as PDAs. However, study design varied
significantly, and future studies could more directly
investigate how evolving technologies influence ITuser interaction and health outcomes.
Due to the emerging nature of ITSM techniques,
the current number of studies is fairly limited, and it
is difficult to conduct meaningful subgroup analysis,
which is a limitation of current study. Another
limitation is the assessment of bias. Future research
should formally assess various risks of bias such as
allocation concealment, detection bias, and attrition
bias to address the quality of evidence. Such bias
affects the practical significance and robustness of

the conclusions that can be drawn from metaanalyses.
In summary, this study takes a broad and
systematic screening approach to include a relatively
comprehensive list of recent studies examining ITSM
interventions. It updates the previous meta-analysis
by incorporating a broader scope of participants and
time. The focus on IT-based intervention provides an
initial assessment of recent healthcare delivery
practices. Our results provide evidence of the
effectiveness of ITSM in weight management;
however, the effect on physical activity is less
consistent, especially for step-based outcomes. Since
ITSM tools are becoming more diverse nowadays,
and more types of measurements are available for
patients to self-manage various aspects of their lives,
future research can go beyond weight and physical
activity outcomes to investigate a broader range of
disease and SM behaviors such as diet, sleeping
pattern, smoking, and medication. Furthermore,
additional emphasis can be put on opening the black
box of IT (e.g. IT capabilities that afford certain
therapy goals) and IT usage patterns, and
synthesizing their effects.
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Appendix A. Funnel plot of standard error by standard mean difference for the outcomes
A.1 Body Weight

A.2 BMI

A.3 Waist Circumferences

A.4 PA (time-based)

A.5 PA (step-based)

A.6 Self-efficacy
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